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Abstra t. This paper addresses mobility management in the

user- entri

networking, alerting to the need to

ontext of

onsider new paradigms

to adapt mobility management solutions to future Internet ar hite tures.
The paper provides notions

on erning distributed mobility management

aspe ts, as well as what is mobility estimation and how it
to

an be applied

urrent or to future mobility management solutions, based on an ex-

isting proof-of- on ept.

1

Introdu tion

Internet servi es and models have been going through a paradigm shift, produ t
of three main fa tors: i) widespread wireless te hnologies; ii) in reasing variety of
user-friendly and multimedia-enabled terminals; iii) availability of open-sour e
tools for

ontent generation. Together, these three fa tors are

that Internet servi es are delivered and
ular role in

ontrolling

ontent as well as

Spe i ally fo using upon Internet a

hanging the way

onsumed as the end-user has a parti onne tivity, based upon

ess, Internet

ooperation.

onne tivity models that rely

User- entri Network ing, UCNs) [30,2℄ are already being

upon ooperation (

om-

mer ially adopted in some networks (e.g., FON, OpenSpark), from a nomadi
perspe tive only. Nomadism

an be seen as a property of global mobility man-

agement, property whi h relates to permanen e of a subs ribed environment,
i.e., the possibility for an end-user to a

ess his/her set(s) of subs ribed servi es

anytime, anywhere. In addition to nomadism, global mobility management also
in orporates session

ontinuity. Session

ontinuity requires fun tionality

apa-

ble of transparently and seamlessly diverting a tive sessions to whi hever a ess lo ation and whi hever terminal (and interfa e) the end-user a tivates at
an instant in time. In other words, while an end-user is on the move, the a tive sessions (independently of the type of appli ation in use) are kept running
without noti eable interruptions. Both support for session
for nomadism should be

ontinuity as well as

ontemplated in future Internet ar hite tures and are

also essential from a user-provided model perspe tive. The reason is that being
⋆
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user- entri

and based on wireless te hnologies, these models rely on end-user

mobility patterns to self-organize.
Future Internet models have to integrate properties that allow nomadi
user experien e for any appli ation a ross multi-a

ess or single-a

assuming that one or more operators are involved. Session
be

end-

ess networks,

ontinuity must also

onsidered in the new models, given that mi ro-providers (e.g. a user or a

ommunity of users) are also moving nodes. Depending upon mi ro-operator
mobility patterns, it is likely that end-users re eiving shared
experien e disruptive
sion

onne tivity breaks, whi h

onne tivity may

an be avoided if adequate ses-

ontinuity support is provided.

Currently, the most popular solutions for global mobility management have in
ommon a model where a entralized and stati

mobility an hor point is in harge

of keeping some form of asso iation between previous and

urrent identities for a

mobile node that roams a ross dierent networks. In UCN, these models should
rely on a distributed ar hite ture whi h raises the need to develop e ient an hor
sele tion me hanisms based on reputation models, as well as models providing
in entives to be a mobility an hor point. Moreover, time availability of mobility
an hor points may be short in the presen e of mobile

onne tivity a

ess points.

This poses an extra stress on seamless mobility me hanisms, whi h may need
to perform handovers more often. Nevertheless, the impa t on seamless mobility
depends

onsiderable on mobility patterns of mobile users (e.g. mobile users may

follow the same movement of their

urrent mobility an hor.

Moreover, in UCNs, strangers are expe ted to intera t passively or a tively for
the sake of robust data transmission, several wireless a
user equipment is

ess points and additional

ontrolled by the end-user, in addition to the regular model of

ontrol by operators. From a mobility management perspe tive, this implies that

Mobility An hor Points (MAPs)
Premises (CP).

will often be physi ally lo ated in

Customer

The term MAP used in the following des ription refers to a fun tional entity
that takes

are of all of the pro esses required to sustain movement of nodes that

ross dierent networks, with reliability. For instan e, in
the MAP is the entity known as

Proto ol (SIP)

[28℄, it

Home Agent (HA).

Mobile IP (MIP) [14℄
Session Initiation

In the

orresponds to the SIP server and proxy entities.

As several of these devi es are
the availability of MAPs

ontrolled and/or owned by the end-user,

annot be easily

ontrolled from a

entralized per-

spe tive, as these elements they may disappear and appear in a dynami

and

self-organizing way, thus disrupting the operation of mobility management solutions available in the network. Hen e, for the

ase of UCN, the Internet end-user

is also a network stakeholder. Assuming, for instan e, that a MAP resides on
an end-user devi e or in any element of the CP, then the period of time a mobility an hor point is available may vary frequently. This poses extra stress on
seamless and

entralized mobility me hanisms, whi h have to manage handovers

more often.
The paper is provided in the

ontext of this debate, giving insight to two

new dire tions whi h are being addressed in the

ontext of future Internet ar-
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hite tures, namely, distributed mobility management solutions, the impa t and
dieren es towards

entralized solutions; mobility estimation as a handover op-

timization add-on to mobility management solutions.
This paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 goes over related work, while
se tion 3

overs notions and

urrent

distributed mobility management (DMM)

solutions. Se tion 4 explains the relevan y of DMM in the

ontext of UCNs,

overing also the main dire tions that are being developed. Then, se tion 5 goes
over mobility estimation, providing operational examples on how estimation

an

assist mobility management, in improving handover performan e. The paper
on ludes with se tion 6 where some guidelines

on erning future resear h are

also provided.

2

Related Work

Attempting to understand potential mobility patterns related to spontaneous
environments, a study on an urban lands ape based on the Google Wi-Fi mesh
network [3℄ provides a good basis for the analysis of wireless usage. In parti ular, the authors show that su h usage is split into three
on user devi es, namely, traditional mobile

lasses mostly based

omputers (notebooks), APs, and

smartphones. The authors also show that urban mobility patterns exhibit the
property of geographi

lo ality. Spe i ally regarding a

in wireless environments a solution
node mobility, the

ounting of mobile users

onsiders the appli ation of agents that tra k

Mobile Agent (MA)

middleware. Su h solution is based on

having agents sent on demand to administer nodes. The
on the

ontrol plane only, in

ontrast to

lutions of today. A few proposals [5,6℄

entral blo k works

entralized mobility management soonsider the appli ation of overlays to

deal with mobility from a global perspe tive. This gives the means to

onsider

mobility management from a distributed perspe tive, where the mobility an hor
point may be pla ed within the user premises. However, these solutions do not
onsider de- entralization or de oupling of mobility fun tionality.
A proposal for spontaneous environment mobility ar hite ture based on the
denition of more adequate addressing s hemes and hen e of more adequate
routing [4℄

ombines the notions of geographi al routing based on ballisti

je tories with a lo ation servi e based on

tra-

Distributed Hash Tables (DHT)

to

a hieve seamless mobility management in a k-neighborhood. Mobility management is based on the denition of an identier that identies the node on its
onstru ted pseudo-geographi al spa e and whi h asso iates the node with a
k-neighborhood thus providing an identier to its mesh area.
In what

on erns optimizing the user roaming experien e, roaming has been

up until re ently

onsidered an integrated part ( ommodity) of a

ommuni ation

servi e provided to the user. In other words, mobility management in the form
of roaming was not, up until re ently,

onsidered to be a servi e per se. This was

mostly due to the fa t that roaming was an integrated part of a subs ribed plan
in mobile networks. With the rise of wireless te hnologies and in parti ular of
user- entri

wireless ar hite tures, roaming be omes a value-add servi e whi h is
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worth to be analyzed and optimized. Related work has analyzed a few aspe ts related to the optimization of su h experien e. From a user- entri ity perspe tive,
where user expe tations drive the network sele tion Soa et al. [10℄ propose an

Satisfa tion Degree Fun tion )

utility fun tion (

whi h based on spe i

riteria

(user expe tations) assist in dynami ally swit hing between available networks.
The exploitation of satisfa tion degrees and algorithms from a user expe tation
(QoE) perspe tive has been pursued [11,12℄ with the

ommon goal of attempting

to optimize the network sele tion, from a user- entri

perspe tive .

New Internet paradigms and the need for s alability have been driving mobility management proposals whi h in lude the potential need to analyze mobility fun tional blo ks and a potential better positioning from a networking
perspe tive. Spe i ally

onsidering mobility management in pa ket-based en-

vironments, Soa et al. [7℄ analyze the possibility to separate

ontrol and data

fun tionality in a way to provide a more exible mobility management framework and to assist in developing non- entralized (e.g. distributed or hierar hi al)
mobility ar hite tures. Following this work, Nas imento et al. validate, via simulations, a potential instantiation of su h model [18℄, showing improvements in
terms of node rea hability time, and end-to-end delay.
Having in mind the re ent trend of atter mobile network ar hite tures,
Seite [9℄ addressed the
in the a

on ept of attening by

ess network e.g. only

onning it to a

implementation of the appli ation of

onning mobility support

ess routers through a spe i

Proxy Mobile IP.

Following the same line

of though, i.e. IP mobility management in atter mobile networks, Liu et al. [8℄
debate on the idea of IP mobility management in su h atter environments.
Mobility estimation as a way to improve mobility management has been
sidered in the

ontext of

ellular works,

dedi ated to movement predi tion. Several te hniques have been
instan e, predi tion based on
provements have been

on-

ontext in whi h there are several studies

Signal-to-Noise (SNR)

onsidered, for

ratio levels [31,32℄. Im-

onsidered, e.g. by adding a probabilisti

sele tion based

on user lo ation (GPS). Su h related work fell short in terms of adequately estimating movement, partially as it there was not a solid understanding on users'
roaming behavior. In the most re ent years, the availability of large-s ale data
sets, su h as mobile-phone re ords and global-positioning-system (GPS) data,
has oered resear hers from various dis iplines a

ess to detailed patterns of hu-

man roaming behavior, greatly enhan ing our understanding of human mobility.
Even though this is a re ent eort, we highlight that attempting to

apture so-

ial movement behavior is an old eld of work. One of the rst works in this
eld relates to human mobility modeling

on erning diusion (epidemi s), and

was based on the diusion analysis of over one million dollar bills [39℄, attempt
whi h lead the authors to derive universal properties

on erning human mobility,

whi h gave rise to one of the most popular diusion theories.
US2013040644 [33℄ provides a method for movement predi tion,
one devi e and its neighborhood, in regards to dierent
ulation movement in ea h
assessment and on a

onsidering

ells, by predi ting pop-

ell. While their solution is based on tra

volume

olle tive behavior (of the mass of nodes roaming between
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ells), our proposed solution is based on passive
information (without re urring to any tra
is provided based on spe i

olle ting of available network

volume assessment) and a priority

user parameters (that are provided by the user,

passively, or a tively, e.g. preferen e of a network). EP1903828 [34℄ explores a
te hnique for preferred network sele tion based on the notion of roaming units.
Their solution relies on feedba k provided in the form of
of requests

all admission

ontrol

on erning roaming requests (e.g. reje ted requests) to assist in in-

uen ing home and roaming network sele tion. While our solution provides a
unique way to rank preferred network sele tion in a

ompletely passive way and

based on information that visited networks today already send around to nodes
involved in visits. WO2012080305 [35℄ des ribes a method for

ontrolling

tions between multiple user devi es and a network entity via a
network, where in this part a

onne -

ommuni ation

ontrolling entity gets information from a so ial

system to retrieve data from users, in order to poli e the network.
Our work shares with the related literature the

on ept that de oupling of

mobility fun tionality may assist in better understanding how and where to
manage mobility. As des ribed, most of today's attempts of attening mobility
management are being applied in the evolved pa ket

ore being the sole reason

the urgent need to simplify mobility management. Albeit su h urge is not as signi ant in today's wireless networks we believe that there are two aspe ts that
are relevant to undertake: i) understanding on how distributed mobility management fun tionality
what is more bene ial

an be optimized a ross the dierent network regions and
on erning all of the stakeholders involved; ii) applying

mobility estimation as a way to assist mobility management in making handover
de isions.

3

Distributed Mobility Management

Mobility management embodies dierent perspe tives depending on the obje t
that it refers to.

Personal mobilit y refers to the ability of a user to rea

h any of

its servi es based on a personal identier. This identier allows the network to
bind the user to one (or several) rea hability proles, anywhere, anytime.
or

Terminal mobility

relates with the

Devi e

apability of a devi e in motion to a

ess

the user servi es independently of the lo ation. Terminal mobility ensures that
pa kets

ontinue to be delivered to a terminal as it moves through the network

and its point of atta hment to the network

hanges. In

same servi e (look and feel) is provided independently of a

Servi e mobility

the

ess type and of the

terminal in use.
Central to the topi

madism

[40℄ (or

of mobility are two additional denitions, namely,

nomadi ity )

and

session ontinuity.

no-

Nomadism relates to the

ability of a subs riber to obtain the same set of servi es independently of the
lo ation or devi e used. Nomadism implies physi al re onne tion (performed either manually or automati ally), while session
of keeping

onne tivity while on the move.

ontinuity refers to the property
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3.1 Nomadism/Nomadi ity
Within the global
session

on ept of mobility, nomadism relates to usage models where

ontinuity is not required, e.g., the use of a

(VPN) servi

Virtual Private Network

e a ross dierent networks. When the user moves between networks

overed by the same VPN, session
Behind the nomadi

ontinuity is not a requirement of this servi e.

notion is usually the underlying assumption that the user

will be able to re over its servi e(s) prole(s) independently of lo ation and
devi e. This is in fa t the model for the
allows a user subs ribed to a spe i

urrent 3GPP roaming servi e, whi h

servi e from a spe i

that same servi e (look and feel) by means of another a
the nomadi

operator, to obtain

ess operator. Therefore,

perspe tive relies on a poli y-based ar hite ture. MIPv6 is therefore

key to a hieve nomadi ity, given that it allows any IP host to be rea hable
independently of its a

ess lo ation. In this

ase, a subs riber (and not a devi e) is

assigned to a personal identier, whi h would be the key to a

ess the subs riber's

prole(s). Whenever the subs riber moves to a new lo ation, a re- onne tion is
triggered and the subs ribed set of servi es
the a

an be a

essed independently of

ess media. However, additionally to the global addressing requirement of

nomadism, there is the need to rely on a global

and A ounting (AAA)

ar hite ture,

Authenti ation, Authorization,

apable of providing the servi e proles

with the lesser disruption.

3.2 Session Continuity
Session

ontinuity is provided both in the form of (automati ) IP

of session
of a

ontinuity and

ontinuity. In other words, session ontinuity is kept despite the hange

ess point, or UE. While this

hara teristi

vironment, su h is not ne essarily the
given that in the majority of

is

ru ial within the mobile en-

ase within xed network environments,

ases, servi e

ontinuity for xed environments im-

plies physi al re- onne tion. However, there are

ases where session

ontinuity

may be required, e.g., between the xed and the wireless networks. For instan e,
if a devi e holds more than one network interfa e servi e
possible. A spe i

ontinuity should be

example for this s enario is a user lo ated in its o e, and

using its smartphone via xed a

ess. It then travels home on a train. While in

the train, he might wish to keep his previous servi e session. These are issues
rently being dis ussed in IEEE 802.21 [1℄, whi h explores the

Independent Handovers.

Within the

reation of

ontext of IEEE 802.21, session

ur-

Media

ontinuity

overs adaptation to new link both on L2 and L3 (address adaptation), as well as
session

ontinuity at the appli ation layer. 802.21 does not provide a standard

in terms of whi h mobility sta k (MIPv4 or MIPv6) to use, even though the
dis ussion is

urrently following the dire tion of MIPv6.

From the 3GPP IMS perspe tive,

urrently SIP provides some session mo-

bility management to (multimedia) servi es, when

oupled with MIPv6. In this

ase the SIP server is used as a HA, and handover noti ation messages are
traded via regular SIP messages to the HA (register) and to the CN (re-invite).
The problem with the SIP approa h is laten y (it inherits all the delays of the
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transport and of the appli ation layers). This aspe t is not however

ru ial to

the xed network mobility, given that the underlying te hnology always requires
the user to physi ally re onne t.

3.3 Mobility Management Roles and Fun tional Blo ks
In terms of mobility management, one

Mobile node (MN), whi
energy

of

an isolate today three main roles: the

h usually is in orporated in portable devi e with limited

apa ity and also normally limited to short-range wireless or some form

ellular te hnology (e.g. LTE) through whi h the end-user

onne ts to the

Internet. Today, these devi es also hold signi ant storage support (e.g. a tablet).
The MN is the element for whi h the mobility management servi e is oered.
It has an identi ation (usually an IP address, or a username), that is asso iated
to the IP address of the devi e's interfa e urrently onne ted. Moreover, this role
exists both on the

ontrol plane and data plane of

urrent mobility management

solutions.

MAP

The

is a role whi h refers to

the network (e.g. router or a
main fun tions: to be

ontrol fun tionality that may reside in

ess element) or in a server. This role has as usual

apable of providing the up to date lo ation of MNs; to

perform the translation between old and up to date identiers, and to di tate
the rules that may inuen e the forwarding pa kets to the real destination of a
MN a tive

ommuni ation.

The third role is the

Corresponding Node (CN).

The term CN is here ap-

plied with a broader meaning than the one of MIP and in fa t being appli able
to any existing

entralized mobility management solution as of today, being an

a tive partner to the MN and therefore requiring mobility management support. Relevant to the denition of mobility management is understanding the
proximity (physi al or based on a

ommunity perspe tive) of the CN to the

MN and vi e-verse.
In what

on erns mobility management fun tionality, based on a thorough

analysis of existing solutions whi h we summarize in Fig. 1, we

onsider ten

possible fun tional blo ks [37℄:

 Devi e Identi ation :

orresponds to the network identi ation for the MN.

Usually the main me hanism for a lo ation management is the asso iation
between the devi e's known-address and the devi e's real-address. In MIP,
known-address and real-address are IP addresses; in SIP, the known-address
is a URI, and the real-address is a IP address. In MIP the Identi ation
trol is the Home Agent/Mobility An hor Point/Correspondent Node

ona he

binding. In SIP it is the user database used by the Proxy server.

 Identi ation database ontrol :
to

orresponds to the me hanism that is applied

ontrol the database identi ation. This is normally a blo k relevant from

an a

ess perspe tive, and whi h today follows a

 Mobility an hor point lo ation :

entralized approa h.

orresponds to the me hanism applied to

support all the pro esses that assist in identifying the MN at any instant in
time, as well as pro esses that support

ommuni ation to and from the MN.
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 Binding registration :

it is the signaling related to the rst time a devi e

registers to the mobility system. It
ontrol binding

reates a re ord in the Identi ation

a he, asso iating the known-address to the real-address. In

MIP it is the rst Binding Update message sent to a HA/MAP/CN. In SIP
it is the REGISTER message sent to the Registrar server.

 Binding update :

it is the signaling to update a re ord in the Identi ation

ontrol. Binding update are used when the real-address of a devi e
or periodi ally to maintain the register in the Identi ation

hanges,

ontrol. In MIP,

it is the Binding Update sent from the MN to the HA/MAP/CN.

 Routing or forwarding :

it is the pro ess of inter epting the pa kets des-

tined to the known-address, en apsulating them with the real-address, and
forwarding them. In MIP this is performed by the HA/MAP, in SIP this
pro ess is performed by an element named RTP translator (when it is used).

 Handover negotiation : the pro

ess taken when the devi e has its real-address

hanged. It involves negotiation and signaling. The main obje tive is to guarantee that the user will keep a tive all its sessions during the handover proess. In MIP, the handover negotiation may be anti ipated with the Fast
Handover extension, and the SIP does not implement any anti ipation, performing a re-negotiation after the

 Resour e management :

onne tion between the peers is lost.

the resour e management is a ne essary pro edure

for the mobility management to guarantee the quality of the
the MN

onne tion when

hanges its point of atta hment to the network. However, it is not

provided by most of the mobility management approa hes. The 802.21 MIH
standard is fo used on the handover pro ess based on a resour e management
aware negotiation for verti al handovers.

 Mobility estimation : it is the pro
ment to the network before its

edure of

urrent

hanging the MN point of atta h-

onne tion breaks. The extension Fast

Handovers for MIP, and the 802.21 MIH provide this fun tionality.

 Se urity:

it refers to every se urity me hanism to assure the integrity of the

elements and signaling of the mobility management system.

Out of the analysis provided it is

lear that today's mobility management

solutions la k a few aspe ts in parti ular in the fa e of dynami
su h as UCN, being the major gaps

environments

on erned with resour e management as

well as se urity aspe ts. Both aspe ts are

ru ial in wireless networks, and in

parti ular in networking ar hite tures where there is a highly variable roaming
behavior. Database

ontrol is normally

ompatible with the notion of

entralized, an aspe t whi h may not be

ommunities that UCN s enarios are based upon.

Routing and forwarding is also based on me hanisms (e.g. proxy me hanisms)
whi h may not be

ompletely

ompatible with the fa t that users in our s enarios

are expe ted to roam frequently. This is an aspe t that

an be improved by

integrating mobility estimation me hanisms as explained in se tion 5.
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Fig. 1. Mobility management fun tional blo ks,

ing solutions.

hara terization a ross dierent exist-
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4

Distributed Mobility Management in the Context of
UCNs

4.1 UCN Mobility Management Chara terization
Mobility management aspe ts in UCN

ontemplate an end-to-end Internet per-

spe tive, emphasizing the nature of spontaneous wireless environments on the
fringes of the Internet, the last hop towards the end-user. This implies that when
onsidering movement of people and of devi es, one must take into

onsideration

aspe ts that relate to spontaneous wireless environments.
UCNs are based on the notion of users
ited

apa ity portable devi es whi h are

the network in a user- entri

arrying (or owning) low- ost and limooperative in nature and whi h extend

way, not ne essarily implying the support for net-

working servi es su h as multihop routing. For instan e, in UCNs transmission
may simply be relayed based on simple me hanisms already existing in enduser devi es. These emerging ar hite tures therefore represent networks where
the nodes that integrate the network are in fa t end-user devi es whi h may
have additional storage

apability and whi h may or may not sustain network-

ing servi es. Su h nodes, being

arried by end-users exhibit a highly dynami

behavior. Nodes move frequently following so ial patterns and based on their
arriers interests; inter- onta t ex hange is the basis for the denition of

on-

ne tivity models as well as data transmission. The network is also expe ted to
frequently

hange (and even to experien e frequent partitions) due to the fa t

that su h nodes, being portable, are limited in terms of energy resour es. From
a mobility perspe tive UCNs therefore exhibit a highly dynami

behavior where

the sele tion of the best mobility an hor points requires the pursuit of two
main aspe ts: adequate sele tion and redundan y. This has to be a hieved by
always weighting user expe tations and the support ea h user is willing to give
as well as the network support (a
its

ess sharing) ea h user

an in fa t provide to

ounter peers in the network. Mobility an hor point lo ation and sele tion

optimization is therefore a

ru ial requirement of UCNs.

Table 1 summarizes both assumptions and requirements for mobility management in UCNs.

4.2 Problems
Current approa hes to distribute mobility an hors fo us on a light distribution
of all mobility fun tionality, as a unique blo k (su h as the Home Agent in MIP),
through some network elements. Thus, most of the approa hes do not de ouple
the mobility management fun tionality, whi h in our vision is

ru ial to a hieve

a better performan e of mobility management when integrated with user- entri
s enarios. Most of the proposals do not implement any kind of de oupling of fun tionality, and

onsequently they

annot have dierent degrees of distribution for

dierent mobility fun tionality. Besides, most of the solutions do not follow exible ar hite tural prin iples, whi h allow the integration of sele tion me hanisms
to optimize the mobility management [20℄. Furthermore, DMM approa hes do
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Table 1. Mobility management assumptions and requirements in UCNs.

Assumptions

- Users willing to share resour es may be stakeholders of
networking management fun tions, in luding mobility
management.
- MAPs may reside in CP.
- Users (and

arried devi es) roam frequently  devi es

arried or owned by humans.
- Node movement follows human movement patterns.
Requirements - Mobility an hor point redundan y
- Optimal mobility an hor point sele tion
- Flexible mobility management ar hite ture (most
likely, de entralized).

not

onsider the

ase of an an hor failure, so they do not implement me hanisms

to support fault-toleran e, whi h
some an hors

an be pla ed

an be really important when

loser to the user in user- entri

onsidering that

environments.

From a mobility management perspe tive, the major impli ations fa ed by
those s enarios is the fa t that if we

onsider the possibility of pla ing some mo-

bility management fun tionality in the

ustomer premises, the MAPs may ap-

pear and disappear suddenly, thus exhibiting a high degree of variability whi h
impa ts the network operation as well as the user

Quality of Experien e (QoE).

The QoE per eption of two users that use the same mobility management me hanism

ould be

ompletely dierent, depending on the user behavior and required

servi es. Thus, QoE metri s and me hanisms should give an important

ontri-

bution in the sele tion of mobility management. Another aspe t relates to the
fa t that the roaming environment on user- entri

s enarios is strongly depen-

dent on human behavior, whi h, from a networking perspe tive, relates to so ial
networking aspe ts. Thus, daily user's movements usually present mobility patterns, by repeating the same a tions and visiting the same pla es. Furthermore,
the behavior of ea h user
times and

an show us his/her type of mobility, su h as the pause

rossed distan es.

An aspe t that may be
is that due to the bet on

riti al to mobility management in the fa e of UCN

entralized approa hes, mobility management solutions

are today available at OSI Layers 2, 3 or 6, or even between layers (as is the
ase of the

Host Initiation Proto ol, HIP

solutions are normally based on a

[27℄). Fo using on the network layer,

entralized approa h,

Part of the fun tionality resides on the MN, but the
resides on a

lient/server paradigm.

ontrol-plane intelligen e

entralized MAP. The mobility management proto ol is typi ally

based on the prin iple of distinguishing between node identier and routing
address and maintaining a mapping between them,

alled binding. For instan e,

Home Address (HoA) serves as the identier of the devi e whereas
the Care-of Address (CoA) takes the role of routing address; the binding between
them is maintained at the MAP, in this ase, the Home Agent (HA). MIPv6 is a
in MIPv6 the

entralized mobility management approa h; therefore, the mapping information
between the stable node identier and the

hanging IP address of an MN is kept
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at a

entralized HA. Besides

is also

entralized binding pla ement, routing/forwarding

entralized, sin e the HA a ts also as a data

entral an hor, routing

pa kets destined to an MN whenever is ne essary. In other words, su h mobility
management systems are

entralized in what

on erns

ontrol and data plane

and hen e not the most suitable to be dire tly integrated into s enarios that, su h
as UCNs, where nodes roam frequently, even if following a spe i
pattern, tied to a spe i

routine whi h

movement

an be statisti ally dened.

Several other existing mobility management deployments make use of entralized mobility an horing in hierar hi al network ar hite tures. Another example

Lo al Mobility An hor (LMA) in Proxy
Mobile IP (PMIPv6) [23℄. Moreover, urrent mobile networks su h as the Third
Generation Partnership Proje t (3GPP) UMTS networks, CDMA networks, and
3GPP Evolved Pa ket System (EPS) networks also employ entralized mobility
management, with the Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) and the Serving
GPRS Support Node (SGSN) in the 3GPP UMTS hierar hi al network, and with
the Pa ket data network Gateway (P-GW) and the Serving Gateway (S-GW) in
of su h entralized mobility element is the

the 3GPP EPS network [26℄.
The main problems of
ment in at networks



Signaling via a

urrent

entralized approa hes for mobility manage-

an be summarized as follows:

entralized an hor is often longer, so that those mobility pro-

to ol deployments that la k optimization extensions results in non-optimal
routes, ae ting performan e; whereas forwarding optimization may be an



integral part of a distributed design.
As a mobile network be omes less hierar hi al,
agement

an be ome more non-optimal. In

management

entralized mobility man-

ontrast, distributed mobility

an support both hierar hi al networks and at networks. Fur-

thermore, the re ent trend in network attening, with

onne tivity sharing

among users in the same geographi al area and dire t ommuni ations among



them, reinfor e

entralized ar hite tures weaknesses.

Centralized route maintenan e and

ontext maintenan e for a large number

of mobile hosts is more di ult to s ale.



S alability may worsen if there

is no me hanism to determine whether mobility support is needed; dynami
mobility management (i.e., sele tively providing mobility support) may be



better implemented with distributed mobility management.
Ex essive signaling overhead should be avoided when end nodes are able
to

ommuni ate end-to-end;

apability to sele tively turn o signaling not

needed by the end hosts would redu e the handover delay.

4.3 Splitting Mobility Management Fun tionality
As mentioned before, a rst step to address in terms of understanding up to
whi h point and how to develop de- entralized mobility management ar hite ture
relates to being able to better

ompose the fun tional sub-blo ks required by su h

ar hite ture. Therefore, thinking about mobility management fun tioning in a
ne-grained way, we have identied a group of fun tional blo ks as addressed in
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se tion 3. Based on the dynami s of UCNs, the rst step towards a more suitable
mobility management approa h is by understanding and further analyzing the
basi

tasks a mobility management system should provide.

Towards the idea of making mobility management more exible (being the
aim a redu ed operational
an hors

ost), Chan et al. suggest to position the mobility

loser to the mobile nodes, ideally in the rst element visible on the path

from a MN perspe tive [21℄. Soa et al. proposed and validated in
to

omparison

entralized approa hes the separation of management fun tionality into two

elements, attempting to de ouple data plane and

ontrol plane [7℄ [18℄. In the

proposed ar hite ture, the HA-C ( ontrol plane element) is lo ated in a server,
and HA-Ds (data plane elements) are positioned in the a

ess nodes,

lose to

mobile nodes. Chan relies on the PMIPv6 solution, and also splits the mobility
an hor fun tionality into three logi al blo ks [8℄. Although the author states that
those blo ks of fun tionality are pla ed in the home network, they do not need
to be pla ed in the same physi al entity. Those works

an be

onsidered as a

rst step towards an ar hite ture where the management fun tionality is split
and distributed in dierent pla es in the network.
Condeixa et al. [38℄ provide a performan e evaluation of a generi

model of

entralized vs. distributed mobility management approa hes, showing signi ant
improvement when distributed mobility management solutions are applied to
environments su h as UCNs.
Su h approa hes, the positioning of the MAP as well as the denition of
intera tions between the dierent roles of mobility management have been obje t of heavy analysis. Still, today there is not truly

onsensus in where MAP

and additional fun tionality should reside. Su h positioning depends on the network ar hite ture and requirements; on the OSI Layer being ta kled, as well
as on the overall

omplexity from a te hni al and poli ing perspe tive. Con-

sidering that user- entri
is no

networks present parti ular

hara teristi s (e.g. there

lear splitting between network elements and end-devi es), the

urrent

entralized standards may not be suitable. Thus, a novel mobility management
approa h should be designed for su h networks,

onsidering all its parti ularities

and following this trend of rethinking the mobility an hor point element.

4.4 Solutions to Optimize the Distribution of Mobility An hor
Points
As the rst step towards the distribution of mobility an hors is the analysis
of the

urrently available proposals. A rst approa h relates with distributing

the mobility management

ontrol in a way that be omes more fun tional from

an end-to-end perspe tive. Several solutions today realize the need to address
su h

ontrol, by providing a better distribution of mobility an hor points, e.g.

Hierar hi al MIPv6 (HMIPv6)

[16℄. PMIPv6 splits the mobility management

fun tionality that is in MIPv6 integrated into the MN, between this node and
the network element

Mobile A ess Gateway (MAG).

The MAG and the LMA

manage the binding between the HoA and CoA, perform en apsulation and
de-en apsulation, and are the tunneling endpoints for the tra

between the
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MN and the CN. The

Flat A ess and Mobility Ar hite ture (FAMA) [41℄

suggests moving the fun tionality of the HA

pla ing it in the default gateways that provide IP
alled

[22℄

loser to the edge of the network and
onne tivity to the MNs. Thus

Distributed A ess Routers (DARs),

the a

ess routers,

the a

ess to the Internet for these MNs but also perform mobility management.

However, FAMA does not spe ify when and under what

provide not only

onditions an MN would

want to retain use of its old IP address. FAMA also does not spe ify whether
the MN is asso iated with a permanent address that

an be used to rea h it by

default. The use of multiple an hored addresses mandates a me hanism (su h as
DNS) on the

orrespondent node side to retrieve a proper and valid destination

address for the MN. Care should also be taken to avoid routing loops between
DARs and routing dead ends whenever the MN mutually binds a new and old
address to two dierent DARs.

A se ond
by

ategory of work takes a look at reliability and availability of MAPs

onsidering semi distributed ar hite tures, i.e., some form of redundan y of el-

ements. For instan e, the
the notion of HA

Home Agent Redundan y Proto ol (HARP) [42℄ applies

luster to provide reliability, where one HA from the group be-

omes the a tive HA and re eives binding requests and updates from the MNs.
Following the same line of though,

Dynami Mobility An horing (DMA)

proposes to distribute mobility tra
an horing in a
where the

This is also the

[29℄

user's tra

ess network nodes. The solution relies on a at ar hite ture,

Mobility apable A ess Router (MAR), implemented in a

supports both tra
whi h

management with dynami

ess nodes

an horing and MN's lo ation management fun tionality.

ontext of the

Signal-driven Distributed PMIP (SD-PMIP) [25℄

onsiders redundan y of all elements,

ontrol and data plane.

Closer to our belief that the fun tional blo ks of mobility management themselves must be also distributed (and not only the physi al elements that
the mobility management solution), the

bility An hors

ompose

Proxy Mobile IP with Distributed Mo-

[19℄ propose to split the logi al fun tions of a mobility an hor

into three fun tional blo ks: (1) allo ation of home network prex or HoA to
a MN that registers with the network. (2) inter-network lo ation management
(LM) fun tion; managing and keeping tra k of the inter-network lo ation of MN,
whi h in lude a mapping of the HoA to the mobility an horing point that the
MN is an hored to. (3) mobility routing (MR) fun tion; inter epting pa kets
to/from a MN's HoA and forwarding the pa kets, based on the inter-network
lo ation information, either to the destination or to some other network element
that knows how to forward to the destination. The logi al fun tions of the

Mobility An hor (H-MA) do not need to be in one single physi

Home

al entity or even

o-lo ate. It is possible to have multiple instan es of the LM and MR fun tions,
and they do not need to be in one-to-one relationship.
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5

Predi ting Movement to Optimize Mobility
Management

Mobility estimation, when applied to mobility management,

an assist in re-

du ing signaling overhead derived from the roaming behavior of MNs in selforganized environments su h as UCN. Using the identiers of visited networks
together with the

olle tion of network parameters for ranking visited networks

enables the estimation of user roaming behavior in an easy way with no signaling
overhead based on existing te hnologies whi h requires only small modi ations
on existing systems. Hen e, based on intelligent and lo al algorithms, mobility
estimation

an be used to rank preferred network sele tion in a passive way,

without any additional signaling overhead, but instead based on information
that

ontrollers in visited networks already send around automati ally to nodes

involved in visits. A resulting list of visited networks
work preferen es/poli ies. It

an ree t user and net-

an also in orporate some properties learned with

the roaming behavior of the user in regards to visited networks.
Fig. 2 illustrates three wireless visited networks served respe tively by AP1,
AP2, and AP3. MN periodi ally visits the three networks. Moreover, ea h visited
network is served by a spe i

MAP whi h

somewhere else on the network, as o

an be

o-lo ated to the AP, or pla ed

urs today.

MN follows a regular routine traje tory e.g. during a day, where it

rosses

the three dierent visited networks. Following the regular IEEE 802.11 operation
MN is set to perform

Bea on

passive s an ning,

i.e., while roaming it passively re eives

frames sent by the surrounding APs. It

an therefore get a list not only

of APs that it regularly atta hes to, but also of neighboring APs that it did not
visit. We highlight that there is no relation whatsoever with GPS lo ation or
tra king of the nodes. MN integrates also some mobility management solution,
e.g. MIPv6 or PMIPv6. On its list of visited lo ations, it keeps tra k of the
dierent SSIDs,MACs of the APs, as well as a list of relevant parameters, for
whi h an example is provided later in se tion 5.1. Periodi ally and based on
the

olle ted input MN ranks the dierent visited networks and provides a time

estimate for a move. Based on su h estimate, MN

an sele tively trigger binding

updates to the respe tive MAPs, as illustrated. In the next se tion we des ribe
a tool that we have developed and that is available as open-sour e software,
to in orporate mobility estimation into

urrent or future mobility management

solutions.

5.1 The MTra ker Solution
We have developed an instantiation of the proposed estimator in the

ontext

ULOOP - user- entri Wireless Lo al Loop [30℄, a tool
ker. The Mobility Tra ker (or MTra ker) [36℄ is an appli-

of the European proje t
whi h is named MTra

ation that passively tra ks anonymous properties of a user's roaming behavior,
and ranks ea h visited network based on a spe i

algorithm whi h takes into

onsideration aspe ts su h as number of visits to a given a

ess point and the

average duration of su h visits. Our solution is available as software li ensed as
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Fig. 2. Example of Impa t of Mobility Estimation.

LGPLv3.0. It relies on an algorithm whi h shall provide as out ome an estimate
of time for the next move, and potential targets (list of ULOOP gateways with a
priority) for the move. This out ome is then fed to the handover support module

3

of ULOOP .
The MTra ker appli ation then tries to predi t how mu h time the node
will

hange the network

onne tion, and whi h will be the next visited network.

Fig. 3 illustrates the main
parameters that are passively

omponents of the MTra ker, whi h has as input
olle ted by a node. This fun tionality is expe ted

to reside on the end-user devi e, and as shown, has as input parameters that are
passively

olle ted by a node. The input is expe ted to be passively

olle ted

and to be obtained via ba kground pro esses. The roaming behavior is analyzed
via the

So ial Mobility Analyzer (SMA) entity whi
Predi tor entity.

h then periodi ally feeds the

out ome to the

A few examples for parameters that

an be

olle ted both dire tly via a soft-

ware plugin (based on passive listening) in regards to visited networks preferen e
hara terization:







List of the MAC addresses for the most visited gateways.
Average node speed.
Number of times the node has seen a MAC atta hment requested redire ted
Average stationary asso iation time.
Aggregate perspe tive on the roaming behavior of a node, e.g. daily, weekly,
monthly values.

The Predi tor is the entity that provides the nal estimate for a potential handover. The Predi tor's

ore is an algorithm whi h shall provide as out ome an

estimate of time for the next move, and potential targets (list of ULOOP gateways with a priority) for the move. This out ome
management pro ess, whi h

an then be fed to a mobility

an then de ide whether or not to a tivate a han-

dover.

3

Refer to the other papers in this
me hanism.

hapter,

on erning the global ULOOP mobility
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Fig. 3. High-level ar hite ture for so ial mobility tra king and estimation.

The Predi tor entity relies on the time T estimate for a potential move to
target G. The sele tion of target G is based on a ranking utility fun tion [36℄
whi h re eives as input the parameters

olle ted, and provides as output a rank

for the gateway. The time estimate T relates to the average duration of a visit.
The way this is

omputed in our tool is based on the average time a node

onne ts

to a gateway. In other words, the MTra ker denition of stationary time is: the
period between the instant a node be omes
until this

onne ted to a ULOOP gateway,

onne tion is rst broken, provided in se onds.

Operation

Figure 4 provides a ow- hart for the MTra ker operation in the

text of the ULOOP proje t, whi h assumes, in the

on-

ontext of mobility manage-

ment, two key aspe ts: i) there is a pro ess, the MCF, whi h optimizes the availability of an hor points; ii) in its proof-of- on ept, ULOOP

onsidered PMIPv6

as a potential mobility management solution.
The MTra ker runs in the ba kground. ULOOP assumes two dierent node
roles: a regular node represents, for the
in the MN. While a gateway

ontext of mobility management, a role

orresponds to the server side, where the

ontrol

intelligen e resides.

The MN Side

MTra ker operates on the

lient side, as previously explained -

refer to the right-hand side of the ow- hart. There are two main pro esses that
the MTra ker performs. One relates with tra king ( olle ting) data

on erning

visited networks. The other relates with estimating the next potential handover.
The rst step after opening the MTra ker list of visited networks (whi h is
kept lo ally or remotely on another server). Assuming the node has Wi-Fi a

ess

it goes through the regular 802.11 operation (s anning) and periodi ally updates
the data

on erning the list of visited networks, in luding the

the ranking for ea h visited network.

omputation of
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Fig. 4. MTra ker Flow- hart in the

ontext of UCNs.
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The se ond part, also pro essed in ba kground, relates with the time estimate
and MAP target for a next handover. We highlight that the MTra ker only
noties an entity (a user, some entity on the network, or even some other pro ess
in the lo al devi e) that a potential move may o

ur, so that a de ision may assist

the devi e in rea hing some form of reliability in terms of a tive

ommuni ation

ow. Hen e, it is up to the mobility management solution to perform su h a
move, or not, based on the information provided by the MTra ker.
The estimate is based both on the

omputed ranking

average duration of a visit. To provide a

ost, as well as on the

on rete example based on Fig. 2 we

assume that MN has re orded an average visit duration of 15 minutes to AP1.
On the

urrent visit, 6 minutes have elapsed. Periodi ally, MN analysis its list of

visited networks and
rea hed. From a

he ks whether or not the average duration visit is being

omputational perspe tive, this means that MN has a time

threshold whi h in this example we

onsider to be e.g. 1 minute, to rea h and

eventually send a noti ation to an entity in the

urrent visited network (e.g.,

AP, MAP, et ). So, in our example, after 6 minutes, MN realizes that there is
still a gap of 9 minutes and therefore does not send any information. When MN1
realizes that the

urrent visit has rea hed 14 minutes, it sends a noti ation

about the best possible visited network whi h, in our example, is the visited
network served by AP3. In that noti ation, it therefore sends information to
MAP1 about the best next MAP  MAP3, and also about how mu h time in
average is left for a move. MN does not perform, however, any de ision on erning
moving (handover).

The MAP Side

In the

ontext of PMIPv6, that information is provided to

the MAG, whi h does not require any modi ation to handle su h information.
MTra ker provides a server-side abstra tion whi h takes

are of

olle ting the

noti ation provided by the MN, and sending it to the intended server-side
omponent - the MAG, for our example.

6

Summary and Future Work

In this paper we des ribe our investigation
mobility management solutions in the

on erning a better appli ation of

ontext of environments su h as UCNs,

i.e., environments where networking elements are also subje t to the Internet
end-user

ontrol and willingness to share resour es.

We have explained the main problems with

urrent solutions, in parti ular,

resour e management, se urity, and predi ting some
as a way to redu e the

hara teristi s of movement

ost of dealing with mobility management. The work

explains why distributed mobility management is more suitable for environments
in whi h Internet

onne tivity is also provided and

ontrolled by the end-user, by

ta kling aspe ts like the optimization of the distribution of mobility management
elements in the network, the de- entralization of fun tionality in a way to a hieve
s alability and alleviate the load, me hanisms for automati

dete tion of su h
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de entralized elements, and the signaling me hanism required by those elements
to perform all the mobility management fun tions.
Based on a spe i

proof-of- on ept developed so far in the

ontext of the

proje t ULOOP and also based on validation of solutions that we have developed
in related work, we

an state that the de oupling of mobility management fun -

tionality and the distribution of mobility management fun tionality in dierent
points in the network are bene ial and improve network aspe ts, representing an
adequate path towards mobility support in future networks ar hite tures. Moreover, we have also exemplied the appli ation of mobility estimation to mobility
management, showing that it does not impose any signi ant additional

ost,

and explaining whi h benets may arise from integrating mobility estimation
even in the

ontext of

urrent

As ongoing work, we are
the

entralized solutions.
urrently evaluating the proposed estimation in

ontext of today's most popular mobility management approa hes, namely,

PMIPv6, and understanding how to better integrate su h solution in the

ontext

of distributed mobility solutions, su h as the DMA proposal.
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